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The physical property of mass has two distinct aspects, gravitational mass and inertial mass.
The weight of a particle depends on its gravitational mass. According to the weak form of the
equivalence principle, the gravitational and inertial masses are equivalent. But, we show here
that they are correlated by  a dimensionless  factor, which can be different of one .  The factor
depends on the  electromagnetic energy absorbed or emitted by the particle and of the index of
refraction of the medium around the particle. This theoretical correlation has been
experimentally  proven by means of a very simple apparatus,  presented here.
The gravitational mass, gm  , produces
and responds to gravitational fields. It
supplies the mass factors in Newton's
famous inverse-square law of
Gravitation ( )2122112 rmGmF gg= . Inertial
mass im  is the mass factor in Newton's
2nd Law of Motion ( )amF i= .
          Several experiments1-6, have
been carried out since Newton to try to
establish a correlation between
gravitational mass and  inertial mass.
           Recently J.F.Donoghue and
B.R. Holstein7 have shown that the
renormalized mass for  temperature
0=T   is expressed by 0mmmr d+=
where 0md  is the temperature-
independent mass shift. In addition, for
0>T , mass renormalization leads to
the following expressions for inertial and      
gravitational masses, respectively:
b
dd mmmmi ++= 0  ; bdd mmmmg -+= 0 ,
where  
b
d m
 
 is the temperature-
dependent mass shift given by
imTm 32pad
b
= .
          This means that a particle’s
gravitational mass decreases with the
increasing  temperature and that only
in absolute zero ( )KT 0=  are
gravitational mass and inertial mass
equivalent.
          The  expression of  
b
d m
obtained by Donoghue and Holstein
refers solely to thermal radiation. But,
b
d m   represents also the inertial mass
shift . It can be seen by repeating the
renormalization of the external
electromagnetic vertex at finite
temperature. On the other hand, it is
easy to see that the inertial mass shift
is related to inertial Hamiltonian shift
Hd
. Thus we can obtain the general
expression of 
b
d m  by means of the
inertial Hamiltonian shift 
Hd
,i.e.,
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 where pd  is the correspondent
particle's momentum shift.
          Consequently, the general
expression of correlation between
gravitational and inertial mass can be
write in the following form
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          We can look on this change in
momentum as due to the
electromagnetic energy absorbed or
emitted by the particle ( absorbed or
emitted radiation by the particle and/or
Lorentz's force upon charged particle
due to electromagnetic field).
          In the case of radiation,
according to Quantum Mechanics, we
can write
2[ ]3v/U
)dt/dz/(U)k//(NkNp
=
==== wwd
  
Where U  is the electromagnetic
energy absorbed or emitted by the
particle and v  is the velocity of the
electromagnetic waves, which can
be write as follows
( )
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 e  , m  and s ,   are the electromagnetic
characteristics of the medium in which
the incident (or emitted) radiation is
propagating   ( 0eee r=  where re  is the
relative electric permittivity and
mF /10854.8 120
-
·=e  ; 0mmm r=  where
rm is the relative magnetic permeability
and m/H70 104 -·= pm ). For an atom
inside  a body , the incident(or emitted)
radiation on this  atom will be
propagating inside the body , and
consequently , s  = s body , e  = e body,
m  =m body.
          From the Eq.(3) follows that
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where rn  is the index of refraction,
given by
( ) [ ]611
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c is the speed in a vacuum and v  is
the speed in the medium.
          By the substitution of  Eq.(5)
into Eq.(2), we obtain
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          Recently, L.V. Hau et al.,8
succeeded in reducing the speed of
light to 17 m/s  by optically inducing a
quantum interference in a Bose-
Einstein condensate. This means an
enormous index of refraction ( 710»rn )
at ~1014Hz.
          Light can be substantially slowed
down or frozen completely 9. If t he
speed of light is reduced to <0.1m/s,
the Eq.(7) tell us that the gravitational
masses of the atoms of the Bose-
Einstein condensate become negative.
          If the absorbed (or emitted)
radiation is monochromatic and has
frequency f , we can put nhfU = in
Equation(7), where n  is the number of
incident (or radiated) photons on the
particle of mass im . Thus we obtain
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In that case, according to the Statistical
Mechanics, the calculation of  n  can
be made based on the well-known
method of Distribution Probability . If all
the particles inside the body have the
same mass im , the  result  is
[ ]9a
S
N
n =
where  S  is the average density  of
absorbed (or emitted) photons on the
body;  a  is the area of the surface of a
particle of  mass   im   from the body.
          Obviously  the power P  of  the
absorbed  radiation   must   be
2/ NhftNhfP =D= , thus we can write
2hf/PN = . Substitution of N  into
Eq.(9) gives
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where D  is the power density of the
incident( or emitted) radiation. Thus
Eq.(8) can be rewritten in the following
form:
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For  wes >>  Eq.(4) reduces to
[ ]124
m s
p f
v =
By substitution of Eq.(12) into Eq.(11)
we obtain
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          This equation shows clearly that,
atoms (or molecules) can have their
gravitational  masses   strongly
reduced  by means of Extra-Low
Frequency  (ELF) radiation.
          We have built an apparatus to
produce ELF radiation ( transmitter and
antenna) and to check the effects of
this radiation upon the gravitational
mass of  a material   surrounding the
antenna ( see Fig. 1).
          The antenna is a half-wave
dipole, encapsulated by a iron sphere
(purified iron, 99.95% Fe; 00005 mm ,i = ;
m/S.i
710031 ·=s ).
          The radiation resistance of the
antenna for a frequency  fpw 2= , can
be written as follows 10
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where zD  is the length of the dipole and
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where iv  is the velocity of the radiation
through the iron.
          Substituting (15)   into (14) gives
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          Note that when the  medium
surrounding the dipole is air and
esw >> , 00 mewb @ , cv @  and rR
reduces to the well-know expression
( ) 302 6 czRr p ewD@ .
          Here, due to ii wes >>  , iv  is
given by the Eq.(12). Then Eq.(16) can
be rewritten in the following form
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The ohmic resistance of the dipole is 11
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 where  0r  is the radius of the cross
section of the dipole, and SR  is the
surface resistance ,
[ ]19
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Thus,
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Where 0mmm @= copperdipole  and
m/S.copperdipole 71085 ·== ss  .
          Let us now consider the
apparatus ( System H ) presented in
Fig.1.
          The radiated power for an
effective (rms) current  I   is then
2IRP r=  and consequently
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where S  is the effective area. It can be
easily shown that S  is the outer
area of the iron sphere, i.e.,
22 1904 m.rS outer == p  .
          The iron surrounding the dipole
increases its inductance L . However,
for series RLC circuit the resonance
frequency is LCfr p21= , then when
rff =  ,
.
C
L
C
L
CfLfXX rrCL
0
2
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Consequently, the impedance of the
antenna, antZ , becomes purely
resistive, i.e.,
( ) .RRRXXRZ ohmicrantCLantant +==-+= 22
          For  mHz.ff r 99==     the    length
of the dipole is
mmm.ffvz ii 70070022 ===== smplD .
4
Consequently, the  radiation resistance
rR , according to Eq.(17), is
Wm564.Rr =  and the  ohmic
resistance, for mmr 130 = , according to
Eq.(20), is Wm020.Rohmic @ . Thus,
Wm584.RRZ ohmicrant =+=  and the
efficiency  of the antenna is
( )%..RRRe ohmicrr 56995699=+= .
          The radiation of frequency
mHz.f 99=  is   totally     absorbed   by
the  iron  along     a   critical   thickness
mmm.fz ii 11011055 =@== smpd .
Therefore, from the Fig.1 we conclude
that  the iron sphere will  absorb
practically all radiation emitted from the
dipole. Indeed, the sphere has been
designed  with this purpose, and in
such a manner that all their atoms
should be reached  by the radiation. In
this way, the radiation outside of the
sphere is practically  negligible.
          When the ELF radiation strikes
the  iron atoms  their gravitational
masses, gim , are changed and,
according to Eq.(13), become
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Substitution of (21) into (22) yields
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          Note that the equation above
doesn't depends on f .
          Thus, assuming  that    the
radius    of    the  iron  atom  is
m.riron
1010401 -·= ; 2192 104624 m.ra ironiron
-
·== p
and ( ) kg.kg..miron 2627 10279106618555 -- ·=·=
then the  Eq.(23) can be rewritten as
follows { } [ ]2411038212 44 iigi mI.mm -·+-= -
           The equation above shows that
the gravitational masses of the iron
atoms can be nullified for A.I 518@ .
Above this critical current, gim
becomes negative.
       The Table 1 presents the
experimental  results obtained from the
System H for the gravitational mass of
the iron sphere, ( )sphereirongm , as a
function of the current  I , for
kg.m sphereiron 5060=           ( inertial mass
of the iron sphere ). The values for
( )sphereirongm , calculated by means of
Eq.(24), are  on that Table to be
compared with those supplied by the
experiment.
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APPENDIX:   A Simple Derivation of the Correlation between
                         Gravitational  and Inertial Mass.
In order to obtain the  general
expression of correlation between gm
and im , we  will start with the definition
of inertial Hamiltonian, iH , and
gravitational  Hamiltonian, gH , i.e.,
[ ]
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 where  im  and  gm  are respectively,
the inertial and gravitational masses at
rest ; ip  is  the inertial momentum and
gp  the gravitational momentum; Q  is
the electric charge and  
j
  is an
electromagnetic potential.
          A momentum shift , pd , on the
particle, produces an inertial
Hamiltonian shift, Hd  ,given by
( ) [ ]342224222 cmcpcmcppH iiii +-++= dd
          Fundamentally  pd  is related to
absorption or emission of energy.
          In the general case  of
absorption and posterior emission, in
which the particle acquires a pd  at the
absorption  and another pd  at the
emission, the total inertial Hamiltonian
shift is
( ) [ ]42 42224222
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Note that Hd  is always positive.
          We now may define the
correlation between iH     and    gH as
follows
[ ]5HHH gi d+=
 If 0=Hd , gi HH = , i.e., ig mm = .
          In addition from the Eqs.[1] and
[2], we can write:
[ ]642224222 cmcpcmcpHH ggiigi +-+=-
          For a particle at rest, 0=V ;
0== gi pp . Consequently, Eqs.[4] and
[6] reduces to( ) [ ]72 24222 cmcmcpH ii -+= dd
and ( ) [ ]82cmmHH gigi -=-
Substitution of Eqs[7] and [8] into
Eq.[5] yields
( ) ( )242222 2 cmcmcpcmm iigi -+=- d
From this equation we obtain
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 This is the general expression of
correlation between gravitational and
inertial mass.
          Note that the term inside the
square bracket is always positive.
Thus, except for anti-matter ( 0<im ),
the  second term on the right  hand
side  of Eq.[9]  is always negative.
         In particular, we can look on the
momentum shift ( )pd  as due to
absorption or emission of
electromagnetic energy by the particle
( by means of radiation and/or by
means of Lorentz's force upon the
charge of the particle).
                                                                    Cross section
                                                                      Front view
                                       Fig.1 - Schematic diagram of the System H
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7                                                                           ( )sphereirongm
                            I                                                    ( kg )
                          (A)
                                                        theory                             experimental
                         0.00                            60.50                                 60.5
                         1.00                            60.48                                 60.(4)
                         2.00                            60.27                                 60.(3)
                         3.00                            59.34                                 59.(4)
                         4.00                            56.87                                 56.(9)
                         5.00                            51.81                                 51.(9)
                         6.00                            43.09                                 43.(1)
                         7.00                            29.82                                 29.(8)
                         8.00                            11.46                                 11.(5)
                         8.51                              0.0                                     0.(0)
                         9.00                          -12.16                                -12.(1)
                       10.00                          -40.95                                -40.(9)
                                                           
Table 1
              Note: The inertial mass of the iron sphere is kg.m sphereiron 5060=
